Econ 361-2a. Corporate Finance

Day / time: T/Th 10:10 - 11:30 am  
Course Type: Undergraduate  
Course term: Fall  
Instructor(s): Heather Tookes Alexopoulos  
Location: SOM

Financial management from inside the corporation or operating entity. Topics include capital budgeting and valuation, optimal capital structure, initial public offerings, mergers, and corporate restructuring. Cases and problem sets provide applications.

Prerequisites: Intermediate microeconomics and econometrics.

Note: Econ 361a “Corporate Finance” is cross-listed with SOM MGT 541a and have spots for only five undergraduates.

[Also MGT 541a]

Semester offered: Fall  
Undergrad Course Category: Finance

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-361-2a-corporate-finance